Introduction
Although the structure of large momentum transfer inclusive reactions is now well understood in perturbative quantum chromodynamics, exclusive processes involving large transfer of momentum have received relatively little attention since they involve detailed, explicit features of hadronic wavefunctions.
On the other hand, the dimensional counting132 ansatz, which is based on the premise that the high momentum tail of wavefunctions can be computed from the first iteration of a scale-invariant Bethe-Saipeter kernel, leads to a number of successful predictions for form factors, hadron scattering and photoproduction at large angles, as well as the x+1 dependence of the structure functions.
In brief, the dimensional counting rules are:
(a) (Spin-averaged) form factors at It\ >> M2 ( In each case the minimum number of fields dominates the asymptotic behavior.
The rules follow simply from tree graphs in any renormalizable field theory if the four-momentum of each hadron is partitioned among its constituents. 1
A comparison of the counting rule prediction tnWIFH(t) + COnSt. for F,, GM p' GMn ' and FD is shown in Figs. 2 and 3. In the case of the dueteron, the neutron and proton components evidentally each receive a momentum transfer -q/2. It is thus con- In the case of photoproduction at large angles, one predicts do/dt(yp+r+n) -s-7f(9cm), since the photon is an elementary field. The best fit to the 90° da a8 (Fig, 5a ) is s-7*3".
. i
The expectation that da/dt(yp+yp)/do/dt(yp+ nop) increases with energy at fixed angle is borne out by the data9 shown in Fig. 5b . Meson-baryon scattering data10 at 90° is not inconsistent with the sa8f (ecm) prediction. In the case of protonproton scattering, the prediction do/dts-10f(8cm) appears to be consistent with data over a lar e range of (see Fig. 6 ).
The overall best fit'? is A recent measurement l2 of da dt(p 9 =90° gives best fits s-* 8 i + 0 6s' ") and * and This apparent agreement with prediction is flawed however by the factor of two oscillations l3 in the data shown in Fig. 7 .
(We shall discuss in Section 7 a possible explanation for this effect as well as for the large spin correlations recently measured in pp-scattering at Argonne.l4)
The dimensional counting rules neatly summarize a wide range of large momentum transfer phenomena, and it is thus of considerable interest to see whether these rules are actual predictions of perturbative quantum chromodynamics. The general outlines of such a proof was given in Ref. 1, where it was noted that infrared effects which normally lead to Sudakov suppressions of the quark form factor are absent for hadron (color singlet) matrix elements. It was also conjectured that QCD would lead to logarithmic corrections to the scaling predictions, but the nature of these corrections was not understood.
In this talk we will present an outline of a new analysis of exclusive processes in QCD. (A detailed report will appearelsewhere. 15316)
The main elements of this work involve a consistent Fock space decomposition of the hadronic wavefunction, plus evolution I  I I III  110-SI I5 20  3040  60 80 ~a-0  s-15  20 30 40 60 80 2i~c . It is easy to check by dimensional analysis/power counting that Fock components which contain more than the minimum number of quarks in YA give contributions to the form factor which are power law suppressed: the nominal power is (see Fig. 11 To this order, the pion factor in QCD takes the (see Fig. 13 ) (q2=-Q*) the zero binding limit. Here Q2 = (23. form ;(x,Q2> = (2.8) since the dominant momentum flow occurs through TB. The leading contribution to order as(Q2) can now be computed simply from the ladder graph structure with strong ordering of the loop momentum and the inclusion of all vertex and self-energy insertions as indicated in Fig. 13 . -(x-y)+ )
(This is the kernel for the quark and antiquark with opposite helicities, as required for pseudoscalar and X=0 vector meson states.
In the case of parallel helicities, only the 2/(x-y)+ terms contribute.)
The distributions in V are defined for integrals over
Thus there are no actual singularities as x=y. This infrared cancellation is due to the self-energy corrections to the q and ;I legs in Fig. 13 
These results are analogous to the evolution equations 28 derived for the S-dependence of non-singlet structure functions.
In each case, infrared divergences cancel and procedures are available to evaluate the higher order corrections in a,(Q*). An essential difference is that the short-distance operator TB is an integral over x rather than a delta-function. Only terms even under x+ -x occur in the pion wave function when SU(2) symmetry is assumed.
is a Gegenbauer polynomial, e.g.,
The weights an are determined from the initial wavefunction .90 n= 4
(The only assumption needed here is that the initial wavefunction +(x,X*) falls as (l-x2)e with E > 0 at x=?l, which is in fact required by self-adjointness of the kinetic energy for the bound state wavefunction.
This boundary condition can in fact be regarded as the condition of compositeness of the meson; if there were an elementary field with the quantum numbers of the meson then $(x,X2) would be constant as x2+1 due to the possible $y5$ coupling. Of course in this case F,(Q2) + const.
In fact this type of analysis is required in the case of the photon structure function and transtion form factors in QCD.)
In the asymptotic limit Q2+=, we have from Eq. (2.15)
Notice that the singularity of TB at x=-l or z=-1 is damped by the wavefunction.
This should be contrasted with the situation for theories such as QCD in two-dimensions or $3 field theory where TB N (l+~)-~(l+z)-2 and power-law modifications to the forF3factor can and do occur from this infrared, long distance region.
We thus see from Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) that in the asymptotic limit
In fact, we can determine the normalization from the weak decay amplitude for ~+uv: to broaden asymptotically out to the (1-x2) envelope where TB is maximum (see Fig. 14) .
Thus one obtains Eq. (1.5) where c2= -a2/aO and cb=aq/aO are positive, and are computed from Gegenbauer moments of the soft wavefunction.
The form factor is of course independent of the choice of X2. Figure 15 shows the prediction for Q2F,(Q2) assuming that @(x,;\~) is either strongly peaked at x= 0 or has a smooth -I 0 I
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(1-x2) dependence. As Q* + a, -
It is of course significant that the same anomalous dimensions enter in the pion form factor and the moments of the non-singlet structure function.
This can be attributed to the fact that the leading local operators which couple to the pion wavefunction at short distances xv+ 0 are the usual twist 2 $v,y5(D,)"$ operators for O(n). The absence of an anomaly iz the axial vector operator implies that the asymptotic form factor is of the form of Eq. (2.23).
In the case of vector mesons with total helicity +l, Tb vanishes as a power (a) $(x,X2),6(x), or (b) $(x,h2)~(1-x2).
In the latter case the wavefunction is unchanged under evolution.
The asymptotic predictionsare absolutely normalized using Eq. (2.23).
The bands car 5 espond to ta,/n with A*=O.25 GeV a of Q2 faster than (2.7), and the potential only contains the l/(x-y)+ term.
Thus we obtain asymptotic forms where (1-x)' is the effective power-behavior at Q2wO(k2), and cF z(Q2,k2) = q--O(log log Q2) .
(3. 2) and P(t) is a normalization factor. 2g If one uses this form for l-x 2 fixed&X2 = ---x-Q ; then one obtains transition form factors
which fall faster than any power! 30
In fact, this "derivation" is incorrect in the fixedUM2, high Q2 domain because it ignores the fact that the struck hadronic constituent is far off-shell.
In general the constituent mass that sets the lower limit in the c integration is given by off-shell masses of order k$mO(($f+G2)/(l-x)) are required.
These minimal hard gluon exchange diagrams give the analogue of TB in the form factor calculation.
In addition, the remaining infinite set of vertical gluon exchange diagrams (ordered, as usual, in momenta) leads to the evolution of the hadro 9 ic wavefunction from the soft region X 2 to the off-shell value k,. 
Q2
In practice, the expected values of y are not large (e.g., for =lOO GeV2, k$= 1 GeV2, and A2=1/3 GeV2, 721) so the observed (l-x) power should be typically less than one unit larger than the valence power.
The direct measurement of the leading power behavior of the valence state structure function requires the determination of the structure function at fixed JL2 over a large range of Q2.
It should be noted that the form of Eq. Thus &lN(Q2) tends to scale in the large N limit, again because of the strong off-shell behavior of the struck constituent. The standard QCD prediction ~~~N(Q2)~Cas(Q2)lYN only holds for Q2 sufficiently large such that AM2/Q2 << N-1.
Quark Sea Phenomenology
The decomposition of the nucleon wavefunction in terms of its Fock state components \qqq>, (qqqg>, I<>, etc. leads to a new perspective on the origin of the phenomenological sea quark distributions (see Fig. 18 ). The "intrinsic" sea from the ({> component has a nominal power dependence at large x Similarly, the sea quarks evolved from the (qqq> valence component via gluon bremsstrahlung and subsequent pair production lead to a contribution F; a: ~2(1-x)5+~ (4.3)
In general, the measured distribution should be a Q2-dependent sum of such contributions.
At fixed tii12, r=y(Q2,k$)+ 0, and thus despite the extra power of (l-x) the intrinsic sea components could be particularly important in this domain. Further, as has been shown in Ref. 33 , there are strong cancellations between various contributions to the gluon distribution in hadrons at low momentum due to the singlet nature of the source.
The intrinsic sea quark component may in fact be numerically dominant uztil very large Q2. In that case we expect the nominal power of Fz(x,Q2) at large x to decrease from (l-~>~ to (l-~)~ as the evolved component become relatively stronger.
Pion Structure Functions

Q2
The structure functions of mesons can also be analyzed at large and small (l-x) in a manner similar to the analysis of nucleon structure functions. In this case, as first noted by Ezawa,35 there is a kinematic suppression of the transverse cross section oT(Q2) by a power of (l-x) which can be attributed to the mismatch between the spin of the quark and spin of the meson.
In our analysis this shows up in the corresponding suppression of the tree diagrams for TD at x near 1. Since the meson wavefunction has a leading zero anomalous dimension,
In addition, it is important to note that the longitudinal structure function has an anomalous (non-scaling) component which is nearly flat at large x:36,37 Thus, as in the nucleon case, there is a perfect exclusive/inclusive connection.
The dominance of the longitudinal structure function in the fixed &2 limit for mesons is an essential prediction of perturbative QCD. It can be tested directly36 in the e+e--tTX angular distribution near the kinematic boundary (x+1). Perhaps the most dramatic consequence is in the Drell-Yan process IT~+v+v-X (Fig. 19 ). In this case one predicts38 that for fixed Q2 pairs, the angular distribution of the U+ (in the pair rest frame) will change ~from the conventional (l+cos28+) distribution to sin*8+ for pairs produced at large longitudinal momentum, xL(~+u-)-+l. This is due to the dominance of the meson's longitudinal structure function at large x and fixed Q2 (see Fig. 20b ). 
Fixed Angle Scattering
The As noted by Donnachie and Landshoff, data from the ISR and FNAL at s> 800 GeV2, 4 < ItI -C 10 GeV2 is compatible with Eq. (6.5).
(See Fig. 24 .)
The However, these mechanisms fail to account for either:
(a) the slow oscillation of the 90' cross section about the s -10 prediction (see Fig. 7 ), nor (b) the striking, strongly varying spin correlation recently measured by A. Krisch and collaborators at Argonne.14 (See Fig. 26.) At s=24 GeV', Bcm=900, it is -4 times more likely for two protons to scatter with their spins aligned normal and parallel to the scattering plane than anti-parallel. In contrast, the quark interchange amplitude redicts this ratio should be close to 2 independent of angle. e 4,45
The possibility that non-perturbative (instanton) effects could be interfering with the quark interchange amplitude to produce large spin correlations has been investigated by Farrar and the relatively &ow momentum transfer t-1/9t--1.1 GeV2, it is not unlikely that thescattering is dominated here by simple meson exchange or Reggeon diagrams.
In fact a low energy pinch contribution computed with triple"a"or '%" exchange, interfering with the quark interchange amplitude can produce a spin-correlation with the observed magnitude and dependence on ecrn. This model leads to a number of testable predictions including s-dependence, np/pp ratios, and the spin correlation for longitudinally polarized nucleons.
A large double-helicity flip amplitude is predicted due to scalar and the pseudoscalar meson exchange.
Transverse Momentum Distributions and Inclusive Reactions
It is straightforward to extend the methods discussed here to calculate the x+1 and large k1 behavior of each Fock component of hadronic wavef$nctions.
In general, one starts with the soft wavefunction Y,(x,k?) and then uses the evolution equations to obtain the leading power-law and as dependence in the far-off-shell domain. In the case of the q?j component of the (helicity zero) meson wavefunction, the asymptotic fall-off in 2: is given by
where k,= f,/< in the case of pions. Thus the fall-off in the intrinsic wavefunction is slightly stronger than an inverse power of $2 due to the internal hard gluon interactions, and much slower than the exponential or Gaussian forms usually assumed. The dependence on h2 cancels in physical cross sections. This independence in the choice of X2 can be used to derive renormalization-group type equations.
The fact that the "tail" of the hadronic wavefunction can be computed at short distances removes the central uncertainty in the calculation of effects due to intrinsic transverse momentum fluctuations for reactions such as massive lepton pair production or high pT hadronic processes -the hadronic wavefunction is no longer a "black box"! Since the wavefunction enters squared in the inclusive cross sections the spectator transverse momentum integration:
are always convergent at large 4. This is in contrast to the dk:/k? as@:) integrations from gluon bremsstrahlung which lead to the scale-violations in the input structure functions.
The general analysis of large pT inclusive reactions in QCD is complicated, but the asymptotic scalin 5 behavior of the inclusive cross section to leading order in a,(p,) appears to be a tractable problem.
Let us consider a given reaction A-t-B+C+X where C is detected at large M angles with transverse momentum pT and momentum fraction xR= ls(/pmax' Each hadron A,B, and C is represented by its Fock state components Yyx. (8.5) It is a striking fact that the scale-breaking corrections due to gluon bremsstrahlung vanish in the case of color singlets. Thus in the case of higher twist subprocesses such as (q{)+q+M+q, the dominant contribution to the pT '+m asymptotic cross secti?n at large x is obtained when the (94) system is in a color singlet.
In addition, if a,b,c or d is a color singlet composite system, then we also obtain anomalous logarithm factors from the evolution of the hadronic wavefunctions: (8.6) In particular, the leading anomalous dimension y. is zero for helicity zero mesons. Non-leading terms in m2/p$ and AZ/p4 are also obtained from the mass connection to TB and the soft-wavefunction.
Note that the Feynman amplitude qq+qqg contributes to both the qq-tqq and qg-+qg subprocesses in TB, depending on whether the extra gluon's or quark's transverse momentum is integrated over. The region of phase space (as in Fig.  27b ) where all three particles emerge at large p is of higher order in a,(~$).
The use of the correct off-she T 1 kinematics prevents anomalous or singular contributions from the integration over a gluon or quark pole.46 9 .
High pT Phenomenology
In general, the inclusive cross section Edo/d3p (A+B+C+X) is given by a sum of contributions of the form (8.7).
The cross section will be dominated at very high PT by p recesses involving the minimum number (4) of active constituents, and it will be dominated at XR+ l, the edge of phase space, by processes involving the minimum number of Fock state spectators.
In addition, for specific trigger particles or systems, specific channels or subprocesses may be anomalously suppressed.
The most important effect, often referred to as "trigger bias '147 greatly suppresses the contribution of processes requiring quark or gluon jet fragmentation.
As an example, consider the inclusive single particle trigger process pp+pX.
Hard 
